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Families are being supported and healed.

The truth about failed abortions, abortion

survivors and the humanity of the unborn is

cutting through the lies our culture has

been told.

Abortion survivors are

experiencing help and

hope, finding their voice

and being provided a

platform to use them.

WITH HELP FROM YOU…
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Learn more

We are transforming lives and

impacting our world in a way that has

never been done before!



We’re a small-staff and volunteer-run

nonprofit as of 2019, but with your help,

we’re delivering on our mission: to provide

help and hope to abortion survivors and

families, humanize abortion survivors and

families, and build a culture where every

human being is seen as more than a choice.

Thanks to the generosity of our incredible

donors, we raised $45,510.04 last year to

fund programs that are transforming lives

and changing our culture. During the 2020

fiscal year, nearly 1,000 individuals and 3

foundations invested in The Abortion

Survivors Network. Our 17 volunteers gave

13,000+ hours of time—many using their

Masters-level background in pastoral and

trauma-informed care to provide direct

healing and peer support to survivors. 

We provide life-changing peer and healing

support to abortion survivors and families

who often feel isolated, alone, ashamed,

and unworthy. We empower, equip, and

encourage abortion survivors to find and

use their voice in ways that they feel called

and, through our efforts, prepared to do.

We see changes daily as survivors find a

safe community. They find people who they

relate to for the first time with unconditional

support. Our specialized healing workbook,

You Are More, by Melissa Ohden, MSW,

created for the needs and strengths of

survivors, combined with our virtual small

groups, have resulted in breath-taking

transformations!

We educate the public about the impact of

abortion, incidence of failed abortions and

survivors in a way no one else can. In 2020,

Melissa's podcast, Life Empowers, became

the first podcast launched by an abortion

survivor. In 2020, our social media posts

reached nearly 1 million people.

Virtual and in-person retreats

Specialized healing support for

survivors and families

Book featuring multiple abortion

survivors’ stories, coming Fall 2021

Memorial site and a day of

remembrance

I found so much more at 
The Abortion Survivors Network than I
could have ever imagined. Peace, love,

and most importantly, family. 
A family of survivors.

Our vision to raise the voices and humanity

of survivors is going to make history this

year. Keep an eye out for more exciting

updates to come! Including…

Plus, we’ll be providing education and

outreach to the public about legislative

issues which impacts and advocates for

survivors and the unborn through our

501c4, The Education and Policy Center.

what we do

How we Do it What's Next

-Mica
Learn more:

www.educationandpolicycenter.com


